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Why (and how) do Este and Padua differ? 

“One striking feature of this process of urbanisation, however, is that there 

are strong local differences, especially between the two neighbouring but 

competing centres of Padua and Este, in the details of urban layout  and 

organisation, forms of funerary commemoration and material culture, and… 

the form of alphabet… the fact that cultural differences are emphasised 

most strongly in the two cities which are most  powerful and also adjacent to 

each other suggests that this is reinforced by processes of competition 

and peer polity interaction.” (Kathryn Lomas 2011) 

 

“Este innova e Padova conserva.” (Fogolari and Prosdocimi 1988) 

• Este has two-part names already in the oldest inscriptions 

• The oldest Atestine funeral inscriptions have lots of information; Este 

then innovates a “dry and stereotypical” basic formula 

• The nominative –ios goes to –is at Padova, but –ios > -is > -s at Este 

 

 



Questions for today 

• Which claim better explains the evidence for the different 

formulae at the two sites? 

• Does the evidence from linguistic, epigraphic and archaeological 

sources match up? 

• Can the Este/Padua dynamic help us in assessing evidence from 

other areas of Italy? 

 



Venetic Dialects 



Euganean Venetic 

v 



Alphabets 



Alphabets 

  Notation of /t/ Notation of /d/ 
Este <X> (t 1) <Z> (d 1) 
Vicenza <X> (t 1) <T> (d 3) 
Padua <θ> (t 2/3) <X> (d 4) 
Lagole and Monte Pore <X> (t 1) <Z> (d 2) 
Valle di Cadore <X> (t 1) <Y> (d 5) 
Carinthia <X> (t 1) <D> (d 6?) 
Friuli <T> (t 4?) ? 
Carso <X> (t 1) ? 



Venetic Funerary Epigraphy - Este 



Venetic Funerary Epigraphy - Padua 



Venetic Funerary Epigraphy - Padua 



“Ciottolone” inscriptions - Padua 



Main differences 

• Alphabet used  

• Shape of the monuments (cippus at Este; 

decorated stele or ciottolone at Padua) 

• Iconography on stone monuments 

(undecorated at Este; decorated at 

Padua) 

• Number of women commemorated (Este 

has 31m, 19f, 1m+f; Padua has 19m, 3f, 

1m+f) 

BUT there are overlaps – particularly in the 

use of ceramic funerary urns, and in how the 

monuments mark groups of graves. 



Funerary formulae 

Es 4 (Este, 475-350 BC?) 

 

.e.go vo.l.tiiomno.i. iuva.n.tiio.[i.] 

I (am) for Voltiomnos Iuvantios 

 



Funerary formulae 

Pa 2 (Padua, fifth century BC) 

 

ple.i.ve.i.gno.i. kara.n.mniio.i. 

e.kupetari.s. e.go 

 

For Pleiveignos Karanmnios ekupetaris 

I (am) 



Funerary formulae 

• Type A: pN+ DD [+ optional TN, R, age] 

 

• Type B: [CN +] DD [+ optional R or TA] 

 

•  Type C: DN [+ optional CG] 

 

•  Type D: DD + ekvopetaris [+ optional pN] 

 

Este  

(A on 

stone; B 

and C 

mostly 

urns) 

Padua 

(D on 

stone; B 

on urns) 



Main differences 

• Use of the pronoun to indicate the 

monument 

• Word order, especially the position of the 

pronoun 

• Variation in the case of the name of 

deceased, although dative is the most 

common everywhere 

• ekupetaris is more common on stone at 

Padua than at Este 



.e.kupetari.s. 



Exceptions 

*Es 122 (Este, 500-475 BC, stone cippus) 

ego vhontei ersiniioi vineti karis vivoi 

oliialekve murtuvoi atisteit 

 

Es 21 (Este, stone cippus, Paduan alphabet) 

 ituria makkno.s. 



Exceptions 

*Es 121 (Este, 475-300, bronze tripod) 

.e.go iuva.n.te.i. he[2]toriio.i. ve.s.kete.i. 

e.kvopetari.s. kala[n]iio.i.  

 

Es 79 (Este, 300-150, ceramic urn) 

va.n.te.i. vho.u.go.n.tio.i. e.go 

 



Romanisation 

• Padua retains iconography, replacing 

Venetic with Latin 

• Plenty of bi-version Latin/Venetic texts at 

Padua 

 

• Este abandons cippi after 150 

• Urn inscriptions are mostly in Latin after 

150, sometimes with some influence from 

Venetic alphabet or language 

• A few examples in Venetic are in Latin 

script and borrow Latin vocab heavily 



Venetic Dedicatory Epigraphy - Este 



Dedications - Este 

Votive deposits focussed on 5 major 

sanctuaries outside the habitation area 



Dedications - Padua 

• Votive deposits mostly within city, including within 

individual houses, with a few sanctuaries on the edge 

of the urban area  

• No votive tablets, unlike all other Venetic urban centres 

- the kind of imagery found at Este shows up at Padua 

on the funerary monuments 



Main differences 

• Pattern of sanctuaries 

• Gods honoured (at least in our evidence). The goddess Reitia at Este 

may make a particular difference 

• Form of dedication - very few inscribed dedications at Padua; many 

more at Este, where inscribed and non-inscribed bronze tablets, 

styluses and pedestals are common 

• Frequency of dedication? (may be due to excavation patterns) 

• Frequency of women making dedications 



Dedicatory formulae 

• Type 1  mego + donasto/doto + NAME:nom + DIVINE:dat (+  

  NAME:dat) (+ circumstances)  

• Type 1b vdan + donasto/doto + NAME:nom + DIVINE:dat (+ mego)  

  (+ circumstances) 

•  Type 1c NAME:nom + donasto/doto (+ DIVINE:dat/acc) (+  

  circumstances) (+ mego) 

•  Type 1d NAME:nom 

 

• Type 2  NAME:nom (+DIVINE:dat) (+vhagsto) 

 

• Type 3  NAME:nom + donasto (+ DIVINE?) 

 

Este 

Padua 

Vic. 



Main differences 

• Word order (especially the fronting of the accusative object at Este) 

• Verb of dedicating (donasto/doto vs vhagsto) 

 

Similarities with dedicatory formula differences? 

• In both funerary and dedicatory, Este commonly fronts the 

pronoun/name of the object, whether nominative or accusative 

• In Padua, the name of the deceased or dedicator is most often first, 

whether nominative or dative 

• Is either of these more natural to Venetic syntax?  



Consequences: does competition affect other regions? 



Cumae 

Livy 4.44 

eodem anno a Campanis Cumae, quam

Graecitum urbem tenebant, capiuntur. 

 

In the same year (420 BC), Cumae, at 

that time held by the Greeks, was 

captured by the Campanians. 

 

Livy 40.43 

Cumanis eo anno petentibus 

permissum, ut publice Latine 

loquerentur et praeconibus Latine 

vendendi ius esset. 

 

During the year (180 BC) the people of 

Cuma sent a request to be allowed to 

use Latin as the language of law and 

commerce. 

 



Cumae fortifications 

Fratta (2002) 



Can we imagine Cumae-Naples competition? 



Consequence 2 – can we trust Roman ethnography? 

There are various different groups called Veneti/Enetoi/Henetoi  in 

ancient sources.  

 

• Iliad 2.851-2 [reference to horses]; Alcman fr. 1.91; Herodotus 

1.196 [custom of auctioning off their daughters in order of beauty]; 

Euripides Hippolytus 229-23 [reference to horses] 

 

• Polybius 2.17 [like Celts but with different language]; Strabo 5.1.4-9 

[suggesting they are either Celts or are descended from the 

Paphlagonian Veneti]; Pliny HN 3 [in list of tribes]; Livy 1.1 [descent 

from the Paphlagonian Veneti] 



Venetic identities 

• Possible references to communities in Venetic epigraphy: altnos 

(deity?), patavnos, graikos, heno[--]tos (deity), venetkens 

• venetkens (contextless inscription of perhaps C5th-C3rd BC) may 

suggest there was a regional identity, but only one attestation 

• Venetic also has the word teuta, as in Oscan/Umbrian 

• Contact with Rome in C2nd may promote sense of regional identity; 

whether this can be projected back is highly doubtful (Lomas 2012) 

• cf. Roman references to Campanians/Samnites/Lucanians/Bruttians 



Conclusions 

 

• Others have already suggested that competition is important in Venetic 

epigraphy – we can push this theory even further 

• Competition seems more helpful than the idea of Este as innovative 

• The idea of inter-city rivalry may be a helpful one for explaining 

epigraphic and linguistic differences between cities in other reasons 

• The strength of the city identity in the Veneto (and elsewhere) warns us 

against accepting the Roman picture of regional identities  
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